
 

Nguyen Trai–Ba Dinh–High  School      ENGLISH WRITTEN TEST TERM II–10th form –New Edition(2018) 

Full name: ……………………                Time allowed: 45 minutes – Theme 2 – Date:………… 

Class: 10A……………………………     Teacher’s remark:……………Mark:………………….. 

Write your answer in the numbered blank below : 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 

15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27.  28. 

 

Part A: Phonetics and stress: (1.25 pts) 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the rest. 

1. A. aspect                                     B. invention                          C. technology                      D. engage 

2. A. ancestor                                 B. decide                               C. reception                        D. complicated  

II. Choose one word whose stress pattern is different from the rest. 

3. A. offer                                       B. diverse                              C. affect                              D. believe 

4. A. property                                B. solution                             C. advantage                      D. pollutant 

5. A. identity                                  B. understand                        C. technology                      D. eliminate 

Part B : Vocabulary and grammar: Choose the best option. (3.25pts) 

6. I am looking for some new _______ to put on my smartphone to improve my English pronunciation. 

A. tools                                       B. technology                        C. devices                           D. applications  

   7. The __________ friendly products are designed not to harm the natural environment. 

      A. enviroment                             B. enviromental                   C. enviromentalist              D. enviromentally 

   8. Clearing forests for timber has resulted _________ the loss of biodiversity. 

      A. with                                        B. at                                       C. in                                   D. for 

   9. Mary:”Thank you for letting me use your phone.”   - Tim: “______________________” 

      A. Thank you, too.                      B. Congratulation !                C. You’re welcome.             D. Perhaps. 

   10. Some experts advise that students should take advantage of their smartphones to have fun and good  learning       

results. (Choose the SYNONYM to the underlined word) 

  A. take care of                            B. take photos of                    C. make fun of                    D. make use of  

11. If wastes are thrown _____, they can cause pollution in water, land and air. 

   A. eco – friendly                        B. inappropriately                  C. disappointingly                D. favourably 

12. Cultural diversity makes our country ______ by making it a ________ place. 

   A. richer / most interesting    B. richer / more interesting    C. rich / more interesting   D. richest / most interesting 

13. The experiments __________ show that bird flu can be cured. 

   A. which have conducted                                                          B. which conducted by scientists  

   C. by which were conducted                                                     D. which scientists have conducted 

14. The English of this essay is so good. It ___________ by herself. 

   A. shouldn’t have been written                                                B. can’t have been written 

   C. mustn’t have been written                                                   D. may not have been written  

15. Western countries have _____________Moscow______ preventing inspectors from reaching the site of a 

suspected poison gas attack in Syria. 

   A. accused/ for                         B. accused/ of                        C. protested/ with                 D. protested/ on 

16. The vegetables _________ in the shop are grown without chemicals. 

   A. sold                                      B sell.                                     C. which are selling             D. which were selling 

17. Many teachers have worked to change their traditional classroom into __________ enviroment that students can 

use _______ latest technology for their learning process. 

   A. the/the                                 B. an/of                                   C. an/the                              D. x/the 

18. Although progress _________, we are still a long way from achieving gender equality worldwide. 

   A. has been made                    B. have been made                  C. has been done                 D. have been done 

Part C. Reading (2.5 pts) 

I. Read the passage and choose the best answer A, B, C, or D to complete the gaps. 

We are using (19) _______the world’s petroleum. We use it in our cars and to heat our building in winter. 

Farmers used petrochemicals to make the soil rich . They use them to kill insects (20 )_______ eat plants. These 

chemicals go into rivers and lakes and kill the fish there. Thousands of pollutants also go into the air and pollute 

it. Winds carry this (21)_____ air to other countries and other continents. 

  Poor farmers use the same land over and over. The land needs a rest so it will be better next year. 

However, the farmers must have food this year. Poor people cut down forests (22 ) __________for firewood. In 

some areas when the trees are gone, the land becomes desert. Poor people can’t save the environment for the time 

being. 

 This  is not a problem for one area of the world. It is a problem for all- humans. The people and the 

nations of the world must work  together to (23) ___________the world’s resources. 

19. A. out                         B. up                                 C. over                                        D. for 

20. A. which                             B. who                              C. whom                                      D. where  
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21. A. polluting           B. pollution            C. pollutant                         D. polluted 

22. A. intentionally                 B. carefully                       C. unawarely                               D. accidentally  

23. A. recycle                         B. preserve                        C. keep                                        D. reuse 

II. Read the passage carefully and choose the best answer. 

E-books are making a big impact in the way we read, write and use books. There is nothing holding back 

an expert with years of experience on a particular field to write about all the ins and outs, trade secrets, strengths 

and weakness of the industry. 

Colm Dilion, who is the author of “Unique Real Estate Development Method!”, has 30 years and $1.2 

Billion worth of professional real estate development experience. He wrote his book purely from experience and 

practical usage and it is now selling in 63 countries and directly available on the Internet. 

More and more shoppers are now buying books online. If you purchase a physical book that you have 

been dying to get your hands and you have still to wait for shipping. With E-book you can get instant delivery 

24x7. No more waiting and watching the clock. While inspiration and interest is hot, you get to download your 

favorite business book and start reading away. 

And that the E-book is very easy to share with your friends or spouse, just email it. The E-book will never 

wear out for millions of years to come. Hundreds of thousands of  E-books can be carried in a palm of your hand 

no matter when you go in a flash – drive or portable – disk. 

      24. Which of the following words can best replaced the word “impact” in paragraph 1? 

            A. change                           B. development                   C. advance                                D. effect  

      25. How many countries is Colm Dilion’s E-Book now selling in? 

            A. 12                                   B. 30                                   C. 63                                         D. 113 

      26. What does “it” in paragraph 2 refer to? 

            A. E – book                        B. Colm Dilion                    C. usage                                   D. experience 

27. What does  “24x7” in paragraph 3 mean? 

            A. 24 hours x 7 days          B. 24 minutes x 7 hours      C. 24 days x 7 weeks                D. 24 weeks x 7 months 

       28. Who can share E – Book with? 

     A. spouse                           B. friends                              C. mates                                  D. A & B 

Part D: Writing (3 pts) 

I. Give the correct word forms in the brackets. 

29. Letting students use their own digital devices in class can improve the ___________ experience in many 

ways. (educate) 

30. The _____________ of fossil fuels has gradually increased in many countries, which is concerned by 

enviromentalists. (consume) 

       31_____________, the wedding reception occurs at their houses, but now many Vietnamese families hold 

wedding parties at restaurants. (tradition) 

II. Find and correct one mistake in each sentence below. 

32. The more popular TV programmes become, the worst they seem to get. 

                     A                            B              C                        D    

33. In rural areas, girls might force to work at home and in the fields. 

      A                                     B             C                                   D 

34. Her boss wanted to know where had she worked 2 years before. 

                  A                 B                              C                                 D 

35. In 1989, Hannah Arendt became the first woman to be appoint a full professor at Princeton University.  

             A       B              C                                     D 

III. Rewrite these sentences so that the second sentence has a similar meaning to the first one. 

36. Machines can score the examination papers and they will inform the students of their results next week. 

(Using  Passive Voice) 

 - __________________________________________________________________________ 

37. We had expected that hotel to be more comfortable. 

- That hotel wasn’t _____________________________________________________________ 

38. “You’d better spend more time learning to write essays”. I said to the girl . 

- I ___________________________________________________________________________ 

39. What was the name of the girl? Her mobile phone was stolen .(Combine sentences, using a Relative     

 Pronoun)  

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

40. have been killed/ 2018 /, UN says- CNN. / More than / or/ injured/ /across/ Syria / in/ 1,000 children / 

“/” .(Rearrange the words to make a meaningful sentence) 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

The end 
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